
Kindergarten Reading Language Arts Vocabulary

alphabet vowel
author word
beginning
color words
comprehend
consonant
cover page
directions
end
fact
fantasy
fiction
final sound
fluency
illustrator
initial sound
left to right
letter sounds
library
long sound
lower case
main character
non-fiction
number words

i dperiod
punctuation
question mark
rhymes with
rhyming
sentence
sequencing
setting
shapes
short sound
sight words
space 
spine
story
syllable
title
title page
upper case



                   First Grade Reading Vocabulary

adjective setting
alphabetical order short vowels
apostrophe solution
author story maps
base words summary
blends syllables
capitalization table of contents
characters title
comma venn diagram
compound words verb
comprehension verse
consonant vowels
contractions word web
declarative
diagraphs
exclamation mark
exclamatory
fact
fiction
fluency
illustrator
imperative
index
interrogative
KWL chart
long vowels
main idea
nonfiction
noun
opinion
paragraph
period
phonograms
poetry
prediction
problem
question mark
quotation marks
retell
rhyming
sentence structure
sequence



Second Grade Reading Vocabulary 

author table of contents
author's purpose text
biography title
cause & effect topic
characters venn diagram
compound word vocabulary
comprehension
conclusion
contraction
details
dialogue
dictionary
drama
facts
fiction
fluency
genre
graphic organizer
illustrator
inference
main idea
morals
nonfiction
opinion

hparagraph
period
poem
poetry
prediction
prefix
problem
question mark
quotation marks
retell
selection 
sequencing
setting
solution
story elements
story maps
suffix
summary



Third Grade Reading Vocabulary

h

accuracy illustrate
analyze image
anticipate implicit main idea
assessment important
auto-biography infer
author’s purpose inferences
beginning information
biography knowledge
categorize label
cause language
character literary style
chart locate
classify main idea
contrast meaning
context clue middle
compare mood
comprehension multisyllabic
culture non-fiction
customs note-taking 
drawing conclusions observe
decision opinion
definition oral reading
determine order of events
detect paragraph
di tidirection hparap rase
discussion phrase
edit plot
effect predict
elaborate prediction
empathy prior knowledge
emotion purpose
end quality
events qualification
experience recall
explicit main idea recognize
fact relationship
figurative language retell
fiction reread
fluency sequence
genre skill
graph strategies
identify story



Third Grade Reading Vocabulary

story elements
story map
summary
summarize
text
visual images
visualizing
word meaning



Fourth Grade Reading Vocabulary

affix guide words suffix
analogies illustration summary
analyze imagery table of contents
author’s purpose inference text
autobiography influence theme
biography interjection thesaurus
bold print introduction tone
brain storm irregular topic
cause/effect italics traits
characteristics literature voice
chart literature
chronology main idea
climax metaphor
collaborate minor character
colon mood
common noun motivation
compare outline
composition pacing
comprehension paraphrase
conclude passage
conclusion peer
conflict/resolution perspective
conjunction plot
contrast point of view
d t ildetails ipossessive
diagram prefix
dictionary preposition
direct quote previously 
explanation prior 
expository prompt
expression pronoun
expression proofread
fable proper noun
fiction prosody
flashback realistic
foreshadowing relationship
fragment selection
friendly letter sequence
generalization simile
genre story element
glossary strategies
graphics subject/verb agreement



Fifth Grade Reading Vocabulary

analogy generalization
analyze genre
antonyms graphic organizer
articulate historical fiction
audience increase
author illustrator
author’s purpose increase
author’s perspective influence
autobiography inference
biography inform
cause and effect limericks
character literal
characteristics logic
character traits main idea
chronology metaphor
classic motivation
climax myths
compare/contrast mood
comprehension narrative
conflict opinion
consonant outline
context clue organize
conclusion paraphrase
culture persuasive
ddecrease ifi tipersonification 
dialogue plays
diction playwright
difference poetry
dramatic performance point of view
drawing conclusions prediction
elaboration prefix
enactment problem
entertain problem resolution
evidence relationships
examples relevant
expository root word
express scene
fables seldom
fact and opinion sequencing/sequence of events
figurative language setting
fluent similarity
foreshadowing simile



Fifth Grade Reading Vocabulary

solution
strategies
story plot
suffix
summarization/summary/summarize
supporting details
synonyms
tall tales
text evidence
theater
timeline
title 
tone
tradition
traits
verifiable
word meaning
web
venn diagram



Sixth Grade Reading Vocabulary

act entertain
adjective evaluate
adverb express
alliteration external conflict
analogy fable
analyze fact 
anthologies figurative language
antonyms filmmakers
author’s purpose flashback
autobiography foreshadowing
biography generalizations
brainstorming genres
categorize graphic organizer
cause‐effect historical fiction
character homonyms
chronologically humorous
chronology hyphens
classic ideas
climax idioms
colon illustrators
comparative inductively
compare/contrast inferences
complex influence
compound inform

l iconclusions i f i linformational texts
conflicts  interjection
conjunction internal conflict
connotative interpretative
contemporary irony
context clues issues
contrast labels
cultures limericks
deductively literal
denotative main idea
dependent clauses manuals
detail metaphor
dialect mood
dialogue motivations
difference myth
documentary narrative
draw conclusions newspapers
electronic texts noun



Sixth Grade Reading Vocabulary

novels superlative
open‐ended suspense
opinion symbolism
oral traditions synonyms
organization tall tales
organize  technology
outline textbooks
paraphrase theater
personification theme
perspective thesaurus
persuade timeline
pitch  tone
plays traits
playwright transitions
plot treatment
poetry verb 
point of view volume
political cartoonist
possessives
predict
preposition
problem resolution
pronoun
propaganda

i kquotation mark
rate 
recall
regions
relationships
root words
sayings
scene
scope
semicolons
sequence
setting
similarity
simile
stage
stories
style
summarize



Seventh Grade Reading Vocabulary

absorb curtly
accomplish deception
acquitted decline
adaptation dedicate
akimbo delved
ambiguous deny
ambled depleted
amuse deprived
ancient descend
anonymous destitute
antagonist detached
antique detail
array detention
ashen detest
asset dialect
automatic digit
avert diplomatic
banish dispute
benefactor distraction
bestow divert
biography divulge
bleak drawl
bountiful dysfunctional
brainwashed dyslexic

lli hcalligraphy litelite
cavort elude
character encounter
charisma endorse
climax endow
commenced erroneous
compose esophagus
comprehend essential
conflict esteem
conform exaggerate
confront expose
confrontation external conflict 
consolation extricate
contemplate familiar
contemptuously fastidious
converge fatigue
cowered fiasco
cretin fierce



Seventh Grade Reading Vocabulary

finance melancholy
finicky mesmerize
flashback moderate
flaunt modification
foreshadowing mood
forfeit mortify
formidable motivation
frontier nonchalant
functional oath
gait obligation
gallant obnoxious
generalization obsolete
gizmo optimum
glare paralyzed
glimpse perennial
gritty persistent
humongous perspective
idle persuaded
ignorance pessimistic
illiterate petty
immensely phony
immobile plot
incredulously point of view
indignant poised
i di blindispensable dponder
inference postulate
infinite precaution
internal conflict premonition
invincible problem resolution
involuntarily prodigy
jester promotion
jovial protagonist
jubilant pucker
know-how puny
leery quest
livid queue
loping quizzical
lunge radiate
luscious receded
main idea reconsider
majority regurgitate
manifestation reliable



Seventh Grade Reading Vocabulary

reluctant utter
repose vacant
restoration vain
retrieval valiant
reunion vegetate
riddance vehement
sanction ventilation
sarcastic venture
satisfied volunteer
savvy whim
scowling
scuttles
sensitive
sentries
setting
setting
shallow
skirting
slack
smug
sobriquet
sophisticated
spastic
specialties
t bilistabilize

stratosphere
stupor
summary
summary
swaggering
taunt 
taut
tendency
terminology
theme
tolerant
tone
trajectory
ultimate
underfoot
unfathomable
urban



Eighth Grade Reading Vocabulary

archetype
characters
dialogue
interior monologue
protagonist
antoagonist
flat characters
round characters
static characters
dynamic characters
epiphany
motivation
details
denotative
connotative
dialect
euphemism
idioms
mood
plot
flash forward
flashback
exposition
inciting incident
i i tirising action

climax
denouement
conflict
external conflict
internal conflict
foreshadowning
point of view
first person
third person
third person omniscient
setting
theme
main idea
summary
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